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Ethanol in Cell Culture: Disinfectant or Contaminant?
Opinion

Opinion

Cell experiment is one of the potential tools of scientific research. It represents an initial step of vital importance for further
in vivo and clinical investigations since it saves time and gives an
initial estimation about underlying mechanisms of pathophysiological cases under study. Most of the laboratories all over the
world include at least one cell culture room, which means that
having a command of skills to work on cells is central for a scientist. Before conducting a clinical study, a researcher starts with
primary steps like animal experiments (mouse, non-human primates, etc.), but preferably beginning with cell experiments since
cells are the elementary building unit of living organisms and
working on cells give quick results for further studies and is less
costly.
A huge number of published papers have been reporting interesting results obtained through working on human or animal
cells in different science fields and almost all diseases for which
pathophysiological mechanisms are under study, such as neurodegenerative diseases [1,2], and diabetes [3].
Hence the importance of paying attention to all the steps in
a cell experiment since the following experiments are based on
its results. Herein, I am writing this paper to draw attention to
an important point in this regard, in order to guarantee obtaining
accurate findings without any invisible or underestimated influencing factors, and I focus on the effects of ethanol in this report.
Ethanol solution is used widely as a disinfectant in cell culture
room at two usual percentages, which are 70% and 75%. The experimenter often sprays it on experimental tools, on gloves, lab
coat, and over other necessary experiment items. Here we want to
put a spotlight on the importance of being careful on the quantity
sprayed and where to spray it, and particularly to avoid its contact
with experimental cells, since this will lead to radical influence on
cells pathophysiological condition. For instance, ethanol can induce neurodegenerative diseases [4], and it interferes with pathological mechanisms of diabetes [5].

In conclusion, ethanol is largely utilized as antiseptic in cell
experiment environment, and at the same time it has a huge number of possible implications in different cellular mechanisms, and
this proves the importance of reasonable use of its solution. In
addition, it can dissolve many experimental compounds, and also
pen ink used for writing notes on petri dishes, microplates, cryogenic tubes, etc. and this may cause much risk of cell contamination with undesirable factors. Hence the necessity of being careful
when spraying this useful disinfectant, but also harmful product
when undesirable if being in contact with cells when studying different diseases mechanisms, particularly those for which ethanol
may play a pivotal role. Moreover, when this alcohol is being investigated for its role in certain pathologies, any extra amounts
of it due to careless of experimenter would influence seriously
experiment results. That is why, I am writing this report to draw
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experimenter attention to this essential point for more accurate
and effective results for cell experiments.
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